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Next Run No:  1794 
Date:  15th December 2014 
Start:  Main Car Park, Princetown – No dogs 
On Down:  Prince of Wales, Princetown 
Hare: Cheddar 
 
„Twas the fourth hash before Christmas, when all through Bere Ferrers not a creature was stirring, 
not even a “blankety blank”!  (A Google search came up with “a mouse in plaster of paris”).  Then 
53 noisy hashers show up and that was the end of the peace and quiet.  Our esteemed hares Sir 
Hot Rocks and Dame Vampire Slayer (I‟ve got to be nice to them otherwise they might ban me 
from the FSL Christmas party like they did last year when I drank the brandy that was meant for 
Father Christmas) called us to a hash hush.  They seemed very disappointed to find out that there 
were no hashers wearing new trainers, we found out why very soon. 
 
I believe as a scribe your duty is to tell the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth about the 
shenanigans of the hash.  So here are some of the eye witness accounts over-heard in the pub:- 
 
1). A yet to be named hasher allegedly fell over in the shiggy (lol autocorrect keeps changing 
shiggy to shaggy) and lost both his shoes.  Scrotie stopped to help this fellow hasher in distress 
and shined his torch so the un-named hasher could retrieve his shoes from the 1m thick sludge (if I 
say so myself this is very unhash like behaviour). 
 
2) In 8 years of hashing Slush was accused of having never written a hash mag.  On cross 
examination Slush protested his innocence and stated that he had indeed written 1 hash mag in 
that time.  He followed on to say that, it was in fact Plain Jane who had never written a mag.  
Unfortunately Plain Jane was not there to defend this abominable character assassination. 
 
 
3) A very large and muddy hand print was left on the thigh of Last Minute during this week‟s hash.  
Over the course of the next few weeks, hand prints will be taken from all hashers to aid the 
investigation of this heinous crime and hopefully name and shame this devilish rogue. 
 
4) Gannet was heard ordering 2 starters and 3 mains and then was seen complaining to the 5 
month old bar maid that there were only four puddings on the menu.  Apparently Gannet always 
has five puddings on a hash night. 
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5) Our GM assured us that we had 4 virgins on the hash (Mat, Clare, Susan and Abbey).  If this is 
indeed true then my advice to them is to make sure your laces are tied nice and tight as you can‟t 
be sure if a hasher will act out of character next week. 
 
In other news :- 

 our GM introduced Billy to Billy and then went on to name Billy Silly Billy.  At least I think 
that‟s what happened. 

 The mince Pie run will be on 22nd December, Von Trapp is making the mince pies with the 
aid of M&S. 

 As the skittles night was such a success the committee are having a trivia quiz night on 24th 
January at Clearbrook village hall.  The event will cost £3 without a pasty and £5 with a 
pasty. I think the rest of us were invited?   

 “Hashers Go to Hollywood” tickets are on sale now at £20 each please see Fergie to book 
yourself a place for what will be a great night!. 

 

And here is a little festive fun for all the family. On On 

 

news:-

